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Abstract
This paper explores the possibility of AI-based addendum therapy for borderline personality disorder, its potential advantages and limitations. Identity disturbance in this condition is strongly connected to self-narratives, which manifest excessive incoherence, causal gaps, dysfunctional beliefs, and diminished self-attributions of agency. Different types of therapy aim at boosting self-knowledge through self-narratives in BPD. The suggestion of this paper is that human-to-human therapy could be complemented by AI assistance holding out the promise of making patients' self-narratives more coherent through improving the accuracy of their self-assessments, reflection on their emotions, and understanding their relationships with others. Theoretical and pragmatic arguments are presented in favour of this idea, and certain technical solutions are suggested to implement it.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Borderline personality disorder is a condition that constitutes one of the greatest practical challenges to psychotherapists. Apart from the diversity of its manifestations, what makes BPD especially hard to manage therapeutically is patients’ difficulties in interpersonal functioning, due to which they tend to resist therapy, mistrust therapists’ motivations, and sabotage treatment. Dropout rates are extremely high. Since pharmacological treatment and hospitalization are inadequate by themselves in BPD, therapy should be sufficiently tweaked to accommodate patients’ motivations in the long-term management of this condition.

In addition to being marred by motivational difficulties, DPD treatment is also costly, requiring high levels of service utilization. Patients often have limited access to the extensive care needed for substantial improvement due to shortage of health care workers and long waiting lists; also, they may get ‘routed out of care through a variety of direct and indirect means’ being labelled ‘difficult patients’.

The idea to be proposed in this paper is that AI-supported sessions could constitute an addendum to human-to-human therapy, potentially significantly improving prospects of recovery. AI assistance could be integrated into mainstream therapeutic efforts such as dialectical-behavioural therapy and mentalization therapy, as well as less established ones such as narrative therapy. The suggestion is that AI using natural language processing could help patients re-author their self-narratives into more coherent and meaningful sequences, in which they view themselves more like agents and less subject to external control, as well as assign more consistent roles to others. The therapy assistant could promote mentalization, detect the inconsistencies between causal attributions and lack of self-attributions of agency in situations in which the subject is the apparent agent, and prompt patients forward by targeted questions towards insights concerning causal connections and self-agency.

2 | SELF-NARRATIVES IN BORDERLINE PERSONALITY DISORDER AND THEIR THERAPEUTIC USE

Borderline personality disorder is characterized by disturbed identity and self-image; impaired interpersonal functioning and unstable
relationships; feelings of emptiness and abandonment; inappropriate and extreme emotional reactions (most typically, fits of rage) and impulsivity (often substance abuse or erratic sexual behaviour). Several accounts of the character and aetiology of BDP have been put forward. Linehan suggests\textsuperscript{9} that BPD is best understood as a disorder of emotional dysregulation: the child’s genetically given emotional vulnerability and early environmental input characterized by invalidating reactions are responsible for the emerging dysfunctional affective, cognitive, and behavioural patterns. Bateman and Fonagy’s mentalization-based model focuses on the hyper responsiveness of the attachment system due to disruptions in early attachment relationships, which result in deficient mentalization abilities. Zanarini identifies two key features: chronic, intense pain or suffering associated with dysphoric affects and cognitions the way in which patients ‘both hide this pain and [...] express it’.\textsuperscript{9(p. 507)} There also seems to be good reason to give BPD a cognitive account, based on the dysfunctional, rigid beliefs\textsuperscript{10,11} and cognitive biases such as dichotomous (black-and-white) thinking and a tendency to interpret neutral interpersonal interactions in a negative way.\textsuperscript{12}

Wherever we place the emphasis in accounting for BDP, patients’ interpersonal problems and identity disturbance stand out as underlying and, through feedback loops,\textsuperscript{13} aggravating their condition and playing a major role in therapeutic difficulties as well. The two issues are strongly related: a fragmented experience of identity corresponds to incoherent self-narratives,\textsuperscript{2} ones that manifest poor mentalizing and tend to assign inconsistent roles to others. In the following paragraphs, I will look at the characteristics of BDP patients’ self-narratives and therapeutic efforts intended to help patients rework those narratives.

A diagnostic criterion of borderline personality disorder in DSM-5 is identity disturbance,\textsuperscript{3} described as ‘markedly and persistently unstable self-image or sense of self’.\textsuperscript{14(p.663)} This unstable self-image manifests itself in a less coherent self-concept and self-narratives. What are borderline self-narratives like? Interestingly, what used to be believed about borderline patients, viz. that they lack self-knowledge in the sense of not having sufficient insight into their own (individual) mental states, is less characteristic than it is commonly held to be.\textsuperscript{15} What seems pronouncedly deficient is the integration of mental states in narratives. Patients would tell stories in which a person close to them appears in a very positive and then a very negative light. In other cases, subjects have unclear and contradictory views of their preferences.

Apart from exhibiting inconsistencies, narratives of persons with borderline personality disorder also tend to be deficient in terms of causal coherence. When narrating interpersonal experiences, patients may fail to make the connection between their own and other people’s verbal and non-verbal behaviour, especially in affectively intense situations. They may fail to see what triggered their frustrated or depressive states, or may not be able to support their negative judgement of an encounter by details.\textsuperscript{17 (p.10)}

Certain deeply ingrained beliefs, such as that of ‘embedded badness’, may also influence narrative coherence:

[...] a deeply embedded and often unconscious self-perception of inherent badness, that is, evil, defective, worthless, lazy, or ugly. This sense of badness is often not immediately apparent and difficult to measure in research studies since it can be repressed and denied, even to the point that patients can appear grandiose with an inflated self-appraisal for much of the time. The badness can also be projected onto others, such that BPD patients can become mistrustful, avoidant, or denigrating of others as a way to protect against feelings of shame.\textsuperscript{18(p. 7)}

Due to their cognitive rigidity and epistemic mistrust, BPD patients are easily stuck with the kind of narratives characterized above. (This is sometimes labelled a state of ‘epistem petrification’.\textsuperscript{19}) This can also cause therapeutic difficulties. The patient can slip into what has been labelled ‘psychic equivalence mode’ and ‘only experience his or her own point of view, and it is necessary for the therapist to recognize that alternative viewpoints are unacceptable; any attempt to provide one will simply lead to argument or complaints from the patient that the therapist does not understand.’\textsuperscript{6(p. 192)}

Autobiographical narratives are used by a wide range of therapies. In dialectical behavioural therapy, ‘diary cards’ are used as a prop to the narration of between-session events, to organize the session in terms of thematic priorities (such as events experienced as threatening; self-harming or therapy-interfering behaviours; quality of life issues). The aim is to improve patients’ emotion regulation, stress tolerance, and interpersonal skills based on their narratives.\textsuperscript{5}

In mentalization-based therapy, too, the first step in a session is attending to the patient’s narrative.\textsuperscript{21 (p.14)} This can constitute the basis of empathic validation. The goal is to help the patient construct a mentalization-based narrative, one in which her own and others’ affects and intentions are correctly identified. In addition to narratives about current events and mental life, reconstruction of childhood experiences ‘generates a coherent self-narrative assuming a historical continuity of self which may itself be of therapeutic value’.\textsuperscript{20(p. 107)}

In metacognitive interpersonal therapy, the therapist aims to promote awareness of emotions and their triggers, focusing on the emotions involved in narrative episodes, looking for non-verbal markers to complement self-narratives, asking clarificatory question to heighten awareness of emotions.\textsuperscript{21} Other goals are to empower agency and help distinguish between reality and fantasy. Reframing narratives and drawing attention to parallels between different narrative episodes have a role in both.

Narrative therapy in BPD\textsuperscript{7} aims at making patients re-author their narratives, produce a more coherent, meaningful and less negative understanding of their experiences, and learn to distinguish themselves from their condition (externalization). Patients are helped to find connections between their different mental states and follow those in their sequence. Therapists also assist patients in focusing on the important aspects of their narratives, eliminate inconsistencies, clarify the roles of characters and their reciprocal emotional positions.
As these examples illustrate, self-narratives provide the material for various kinds of BPD therapy. These narratives are not only symptomatic of the condition; the incoherent, fragmented ways in which patients view themselves and relate their life events is part of the identity disturbance therapy aims to alleviate. Therapy, it will be suggested below, could benefit from AI-assisted work on self-narratives as complementing face-to-face sessions.

3 | THE POTENTIAL USE OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE IN BPD THERAPY

Perhaps the greatest challenge for the patient in borderline psychotherapy is dealing with fellow humans. Interpersonal dysfunction is central to BPD;22 there is also increased sensitivity to interpersonal stressors, mistrust of others’ intentions, including those of the therapist, and a perception of therapy aimed at changing thought and behavioural patterns as invalidating. The therapeutic relationship may itself activate attachment-related neural patterns that hinder metacognitive functioning, undermining therapy.1,23 While human therapists cannot be left out of the loop (for reasons that will be presented in Section 4), an obvious suggestion seems to be the enhancement of therapy by an element in which human-to-human communication does not play a role.

Digitally assisted psychotherapy services are an expanding industry.4 Guidelines were suggested for such technologies already in 2010, according to which ‘[d]ependent on the specific nature of an intervention (eg, the disorder experienced, the intervention methods applied) systems can be developed which aim to support, as well as monitor, specific therapeutic outcomes (eg, reductions in anxiety levels, improvements in moods, improved coping strategies).’24 Today, creating chatbots is a relatively routine task for IT experts, which—with the help of transfer learning—can, with the right specifications, be accomplished within a short time. Chatbots have ‘personas’, mimicking human interaction, use creative images for non-verbal cues.5 The suggested BDP therapy assistant would be a natural language processing-based AI device that asks targeted questions, offers conversational prompts, and processes the affective tone and content coherence of answers as well as clues of a sense of agency and control.

Technology is now sufficiently advanced to recognize and track not only the emotional tone (positive and negative affective content) of a narrative; fine-grained emotions are also identifiable on the basis of large annotated data-sets.25 Such tools have been developed with the explicit intention of language-based emotion recognition and enhancing ‘human-robot interaction’ in, for example, customer feedback systems and chatbots for various purposes. The text is broken down into smaller units (like sentences or paragraphs), in order to categorize emotion expressions appearing in them. Other than obvious classes such as fear, disgust, and joy, a number of more subtle categories (eg, ‘caring’, ‘realization’, ‘confusion’) are also used.

Word choices can be monitored for clues of agency and internal control (whether the patient attributes events, especially with positive outcomes, to their own agency). The relative use of the active and passive voices can give an indication as to the subjects’ sense of acting or being acted upon, which could also help reveal patterns of blaming and self-blaming.

The so-called ‘frame semantics’ could be of use. Here, ‘mental spaces’ for speakers’ realities are identified within which the referents of words are constructed, as an aid to revealing ‘the functional-cognitive foundations of meaning construction’.26 For instance, the utterance ‘I feel emptiness’ can be interpreted as the expression of a sense of social vacuum, lack of goals, lack of meaningfulness in one’s activities, and so on. The right interpretation may be opaque to the subject themselves; exploring the cognitive frame within which the utterance was made by the therapy assistant may better situate the patient’s issue. Digital therapists could analyse a wide range of frame situations and identify the role of concepts or objects/persons referred to.

Apart from identifying affective and semantic patterns, ‘digital therapists’ could help shape the subject’s narrative by leading conversations towards and revealing inconsistencies between self-attributions of mental states, as well as between contradictory judgements concerning others to the patient. Thus, causal reasoning about events of affective significance can be improved; patients can be helped to reduce semantic inconsistencies, negative and antagonistic framing, to identify more important and secondary aspects of emotion-laden issues, to externalize problematic attitudes and behaviour, and to detect and work on problematic assumptions, such as that of embedded badness.

Progress could be monitored in all the above areas: in terms of the coherence and emotional arc of narratives, word choices regarding relationship with others, agency and control. In addition, emotion recognition could be used to monitor patients’ progress regarding mood shifts independent of particular narratives.

While some of the above would be special contribution of digital assistants to BPD therapy, ordinary, human-to-human techniques could also be employed. Cognitive therapy techniques like the ‘continuum method’ could be adapted to AI, prompting the patient to identify more possibilities on the continuum between two (‘black’ and ‘white’) extremes, in an effort to attenuate the black-and-white character of their thinking. Externalization, aimed at inducing patients to come to regard problematic attitudes and behaviour as external to themselves, rather than belonging to the ‘core’ of their personalities, could be boosted by targeted questions. Here, labelling and framing are essential and could be improved in dialogues. Similarly, the method of ‘deconstruction’ could be used to reduce overgeneralization and to pin down problems more concretely. This again can be achieved by asking targeted question to help patients zero in on the central aspects of their problems.

Since the technology under consideration does not exist yet, for concrete illustration of how BPD addendum therapy with AI assistance could work, I will use conversations from the BPD literature that could without significant change take place between a BPD patient and an AI-based therapy assistant. (Note that these dialogues do not make use of all the capacities of the human clinician necessary for
therapy [see below]; thus, they could not constitute the whole of borderline therapy.) The first one concerns causal misattribution (attributing the wrong intentions to persons, beyond what their behaviour warrants) and prompting reflection on affective reaction:

Therapist: So tell me about the difficult situation when you met with your ex-boyfriend [prompting narrative of emotionally significant event]...it seems to me that it was a bit frustrating for you to meet with him, is that right to put it that way?
Gina: He met with me just to see that I was still in pain...
Therapist: What was it like for you to meet with him? [prompting reflection on affective reaction to events described in narrative]
Gina: Awful...I mean...I spent two hours in hell...he kept telling me about his life, and that he is going out and has a lot of new friends...so annoying...I hate him and he doesn't respect me, just want to bug me...
Therapist: That doesn't sound nice...did you feel anything in particular in that situation?
Gina: I [...] told you I HATE HIM...what is it you don't get? (talks very loud, and seems agitated)
Therapist: Wow...it seems to me that you are very much upset about what happened... sorry, it wasn't my intention to annoy you...
Gina: You all say you're sorry, but it is a lie (talks really loud and very fast)...John (ex-boyfriend), says he is sorry that we could not stay together...bullshit...he is not sorry about anything...Lisa ... says she wants to help me and tries to understand me all the time... she is not trying to understand anything or help anyone...
Therapist: Hold on, hold on for a second Gina, this goes really fast, and I can't quite figure it all out [implicitly pointing out faulty causal reasoning]...can we please pause for a second, and look at what happened here...
Gina: I don't want to pause anything, I know what you are up to, you want to blame me, tell me it is my own fault, that I have to work with myself...no way, you obviously don't want to help me, that is clear...Lisa doesn't like me, I know for a fact, and Carl (head of the institution) ignores me on purpose...27(p. 177.)

In the second dialogue, the therapist tries to help the patient identify their mixed emotional states (in the AI case, movement detection would be used):

Patient: Why do people say I am angry all the time? I am not.
Clinician: Well, I thought that you were as you are standing up, you raise your voice, and you are gesticulating with your arms... You come across as angry to me.... If you are not angry, can you say how you do feel [suggesting identifying feeling state] so that I can understand it better?
Patient: Not angry.
Clinician: I accept that. [validation] So, can you describe what you do feel at the moment? Start by saying what your body feels like, if that helps...
Patient: I feel tense, which is why I am standing up. Actually, I am frustrated as I don't think people ever really listen to me.
Clinician: What would tell you that we were listening?
Patient: I don't really think that you all see me as important.
Clinician: That is really helpful. So when I see you as angry and agitated, I really need to consider if you are feeling unimportant, which I can easily miss. Is there something at the moment that we are doing that makes you feel unimportant?28(p. 254-5.)

4 | PROS AND CAVEATS OF AI USE IN BPD THERAPY

What are the advantages are of digitally enhanced therapy assistance? Two such potential advantages have already been mentioned: offering a therapeutic tool to those without sufficient access to therapy (eg, for financial reasons or because the therapeutic process is finished by the clinician, which patients sometimes experience as abandonment)29 and eliminating certain potential interpersonal complications (while retaining some 'useful' complications in the human therapist-patient relationship).

A third potential merit of AI therapy assistants would be that more information revealed to non-human devices could be expected than to human therapists. Lucas and co-authors have found that, in clinical interviews, patients are willing to disclose information to ‘virtual humans’ perceived as supportive and safe.30 Apparently, even the awareness of revealed information being later shared with psychiatrists does not keep patients from telling more than in a human-to-human interview. Borderline patients, who tend to experience problems with disclosing information about themselves to others, could also be anticipated to find it easier in such circumstances.

The absence of interpersonal complications presupposes that the patient does not perceive the AI device as a person or agent with its own intentions and agenda. Thus, the digital assistant should be regarded as a domain specific therapeutic tool rather than assume a proper agentic role—which, apart from raising questions of autonomy, could in some cases undermine and jeopardize the success of the therapeutic process due to mistrust analogous to that of a human therapist.

Thus, the use of digital therapy assistants should be limited; particularly, they should not be thought of as replacing human therapists, for the following reasons. First, the expertise and oversight of a clinician is necessary for the design, implementation and assessment of the therapeutic procedure. While certain tasks, such as the development and strengthening of some of the patient’s skills, can be partially delegated, the whole process has to be guided by a human therapist.
Again, the therapeutic relationship can be the basis for social re-learning. In borderline therapy, trust between patient and therapist is an important factor. In a clinical survey, patients reported the conviction that trust is essential for a fruitful therapeutic alliance. A trusting relationship can also help them develop the self-trust the process of recovery can build on.

Apart from basic trust, other features of the therapeutic relationship can also promote social re-learning. Ruptures in the therapeutic allegiance may be turned to advantage by leading to insights, improving communication and even strengthening the therapeutic bond.

Therapists’ specifically human capacities may also contribute to the success of the therapeutic effort. One such capacity is empathy. In mentalization-based therapy, for instance, empathic validation ‘seeks to engender in the patient a sense that the clinician has understood his/her internal state, that the clinician really “gets” the patient and the issue he/ she is talking about’.

Therapy may be advanced by the therapist’s affective capacities in other ways as well. In positive countertransference, in which the therapist projects their own feelings onto the patient, the therapist’s reactions can help understand the patients’ mental processes. The therapist’s actual emotions, rather apparent expressions of emotions, that play a role, thus are highly unlikely to be reproduced by AI in the near future.

A last point is that in AI-based conversations, the subject has more control in terms of starting and stopping. While the patient’s assuming a more active role in her therapy may be a positive development, being able to end conversations when they come to sensitive points may also make it harder to change thought habits.

Thus, AI-assisted therapy cannot replace traditional forms of therapy; rather, it can only support the therapist’s efforts and help consolidate the results. Human-to-human and AI-enhanced therapy could in several respects complement each other.

5 | CONCLUSION

As we have seen, digitalization of BPD psychotherapy holds out the promise of constituting an add-on to human-to-human therapy in a way that would combine the advantages of trust and useful ruptures in the therapeutic relationship, the competence and affective capacities of the human therapist, and some distinctive positive features of AI assistance. Other than providing a chance of reducing those interpersonal problems which are not conducive to the success of the therapy, these features include availability to patients without sufficient access to therapy and an opportunity for more openness.
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ENDNOTES

1 According to the WHO Mental Health Atlas 2017, the global median of psychiatrists per 100 000 is 1.4 (p. xi).

2 Narratives can be relevant to the understanding of different psychopathologies at least in two ways. The first is that characteristic narratives can reveal the presence of different psychopathologies. Persons’ conflicted relationship to others, extremely low self-esteem, perception of themselves as worthless or rejected will appear in their self-narratives. Lack of coherence in one’s self-narrative can also be an indicator of psychopathology. The second possibility is that self-narratives are a causal factor in, or even partly constitute, mental pathologies. BPD could also be understood in this second way: an integral part of BPD is identity disturbance, and the identity in point is—at least in part—narrative. I take it that narratives are relevant to the understanding and explanation of BPD in both ways: narrative disturbance is both constitutive and symptomatic of BPD.

3 In Section 3 of DSM-5, the Alternative Model for Personality Disorders characterizes PDs in terms of levels personality functioning or organization and pathological personality traits. The elements of personality functioning—at least moderate-level impairment of which is required for the diagnosis of a PD—are self-functioning and interpersonal functioning. The former is focused on identity (stable self-esteem, accurate self-assessment, clear boundaries, etc.) and self-direction (pursuit of meaningful and consistent goals, etc.)14 (p. 762.) The 11th edition of the International Classification of Diseases (ICD-11) also bases PD diagnoses on functional impairment in aspects of self (identity, self-worth, accuracy of self-assessment, self-direction) and interpersonal functioning.15

4 The most well-known self-help chatbots for mental conditions are Woebot and Wysa, which offer mental health support to persons with anxiety and depression.

5 There is no reason to present the AI therapy assistant device in the form of a humanoid robot. In fact, doing so might be distractive and potentially trigger interaction problems on the part of the patient.

6 Raising awareness about this is in line with the European Commission’s Higher-Level Expert Group Guidelines: ‘Human beings should always know if they are directly interacting with another human being or a machine, and it is the responsibility of AI practitioners that this is reliably achieved. AI practitioners should therefore ensure that humans are made aware of—or able to request and validate the fact that—they interact with an AI system (for instance, by issuing clear and transparent disclaimers). It should be borne in mind that the confusion between humans and machines could have multiple consequences such as attachment, influence, or reduction of the value of being human.’

7 In other cases, the rupture may disrupt the process. When this happens, digitally enhanced therapy may serve to save commitment to therapy on the part of patients who are withdrawing from human-to-human therapeutic communication.
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